JE _______

SE _______

CHILD’S LAST NAME_______________________

Bennington Children’s Chorus
P.O. Box 335
Bennington, VT 05201
www.benningtonchildrenschorus.com

PARENT VOLUNTEER FORM
Your Name______________________________________________________________
Active parent participation is essential to our organization. If you can find some time to
help the Chorus in any of the following ways, it will be greatly appreciated. Kindly
check below any areas of interest and please offer specifics of ways you can help.

Board Member
Rehearsal Assistant:

Can you sing? Speak a foreign language? Play
piano or other instruments? Coach a child on a difficult section?

Finance: Do you have experience fund-raising? Writing grants?
Friends of the Chorus Fundraising Letter: Help with the creation,
printing and distribution of our annual letters to friends, family and
businesses.

Publicity: Are you a photographer?

Do you have writing skills? Can you
distribute posters/flyers for performances? Can you create promotional
materials?

Recording:

Do you have a good-quality tape recorder or video camera that
we could use to record concerts, rehearsals or practice tapes? Can you help
with burning practice tapes onto CD’s?

Special Events:

We often need help planning the “non-musical” events of
the Chorus: baking treats for special rehearsals and workshops, transporting
children to performances and tours, preparing receptions.

 Scrapbook: Collect newspaper articles, photos, programs, reviews, etc.
Are there other ways not listed that you could assist the Chorus?

_______________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________

If you have any questions regarding ways you might help the Chorus, please contact
Lauren Gotlieb at 413-346-8616 lauren.gotlieb@williams.edu
Continued on other side-

Please take a moment to share the contact information
of music lovers in your life that would consider making a contribution
to the BCC and becoming a Friend of the Chorus.
Every year, we send a letter to selected members of the community
and contacts provided by our chorus members
asking for support for our programs.
Please list here the name and mailing address of anyone you think
would be interested in supporting the Bennington Children’s Chorus.
We do not share our mailing with other organizations or businesses:

